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Aren't you a robot? political policies political policies political policies political policies political policies political policies political policies political policies political policies political policies political policies political policies political policies political policies political policies political politics political politics politics
politics politics politics international relations (theory) politics comparative public administration bureaucracy (road) political politics public policy (doctrine) politics domestic and foreign civil society public interests government organs separation of the legislative and executive powers judicial
elections(voting) federalism unityism form of government ideology political parties political portalvte a legislature is a deliberative assembly with authority to make laws for a political entity like a country or a city. legislatures form important parts of most governments; In the separation of the model of
powers, they are often contrasted with the executive and judicial branches of the parliamentary government. laws emanating from legislation are generally known as primary legislation. Moreover, legislation can observe and guide government actions, with the authority to change the budget involved.
Members of a legislator are called legislators. in a democracy, legislators are more commonly elected, although indirect elections and appointment by the executive are used, especially for bicameral legislatures that characterize a superior chamber. map of the terminology showing the terminology for the
national legislator of each country the name oato to refer to a legislative organ varies by country. common names include: assembly (to assemble) congress (to be congregation) diet (from old German people) duma (from Russian dúma 'thought) real estate or states (from the ancient French condition or
status) parliament (from the French word to speak) even if the specific roles for each legislator differ by position, all aim to serve the same purpose of appointing officials to represent their citizens to determine the appropriate legislation for the country. history betweenThe recognized legislations were the
Athenian Ecclesia. [1] In the Middle Ages, the European monarchs would have hosted nobility assemblies, which would later develop in predecessors of modern legislatures. [1] These were often called The Estates. The oldest surviving legislature is Althing Icelandic, founded in 930 CE. Functions
Democrat legislatures have six main functions: representation, deliberation, legislation, authorise expenditure, make governments and supervision. [1] Representation There are five ways to reach representation in a legislature: [1] Formalistically: how the rules of the legislator ensure the representation of
the constituents; Symbolically: how the constituents perceive their representatives; Describingly: how well the composition of the legislator corresponds to the demography of the wider society; Substantively: how well representatives respond to the needs of their constituents; Collectively: how well
representatives represent the interests of society as a whole. Deliberation One of the main functions of a legislator is to discuss and discuss issues of great importance to society. [1] This can happen in two forms. In discussing legislation, such as the United Kingdom Parliament, there is a lively debate on
the legislature. [1] Contrastingly, in the committee legislatures such as the United States Congress, the deliberation takes place in closed committees. [1] Legislation While legislators nominally have the onlyto create laws, the substantial scope of this power depends on the details of the political system. In
Westernminster style legislatures, the executive (composed by the cabinet) can essentially pass any law that it wants, as it usually has a majority of legislators behind it, held in control by the frust party, while the commission-based legislatures in continental Europe and those in the presidential systems of
the Americas have more independence in drafting and changing bills. [2] the authorization of expenses the origins of the power of the purse which the legislatures usually have in the passage or in the denial of the governmental balances go to the European assemblies of nobility that the monarchs should
consult before increasing taxes. [3] for this power to be effectively effective, the legislator should be able to change the budget, have an effective committee system, enough time for consideration, as well as access to relevant background information. [3] making governments the power of the legislator on
the government is stronger. Given there are several ways in which the legislator can take into account the government, including questions, invocations and votes of trust. function in authoritarian regimes unlike democratic systems, the legislatures under authoritarianism are used to ensure the stability of
the power structure by co-opting potential competing interests within the elite, which they obtain (cap) from:[4] to provide legitimacy; to incorporate opponents into the system;a representation of external interests; Offering a way to recruit new members to the dominant clique; Being a channel through
which you can pass the limited remonstrations and concessions. Each legislator's chamber consists of a number of legislators using some form of parliamentary procedure to discuss political issues and vote on the bill. There must be a number of legislators present to carry out these activities; This is
called quorum. Some of the responsibilities of a legislator, such as giving first consideration to the new legislation proposed, are usually delegated to committees made up of some of the members of the Chamber(s). Members of a legislature usually represent different political parties; members of each
party generally meet as a caucus to organize their internal affairs. Relations with other branches of governmental legislatures vary widely in the amount of political power they exercise, compared to other political actors such as magistrates, military and executives. In 2009, political scientists M. Steven
Fish and Matthew Kroenig built a parliamentary power index in an attempt to quantify the different degrees of power between national legislatures. The German Bundestag, the Italian Parliament, and the Great Khural Mongol State tied for the most powerful, while the House of Representatives of
Myanmar and the Transitional Federal Assembly of Somalia (since it is replaced by the Federal Parliament of Somalia) have tied uppowerful. [5] Some political systems follow the principle of legislative supremacy, which argues that the legislator is the supreme branch of the government and cannot be
bound by other institutions, such as the judiciary or a written constitution. This system makes the legislator more powerful. In the parliamentary and semi-presidental systems of the government, the executive is responsible for the legislator, which can remove it with a vote of no confidence. On the other
hand, according to the separation of the doctrine of powers, the legislator in a presidential system is considered an independent and coequal branch of the government along with the judiciary and executive. [6] However, many presidential systems provide for the impeachment of the executive for criminal
or unconstitutional behavior. Legislations will sometimes delegate their legislative power to administrative or executive agencies. [7] Legislative Members are made up of individual members, known as legislators, who vote on the proposed laws. A legislator usually contains a fixed number of legislators;
because legislatures usually meet in a specific room full of places for legislators, this is often described as the number of "separations" it contains. For example, a legislature that has 100 "sailes" has 100 members. By extension, an electoral district electing a single legislator can also be described as a
"said", such as, for example, in the phrases "safe seat" and "marginal seat". After the election,It may be protected by parliamentary immunity or parliamentary privilege, both for all actions the duration of their entire mandate, and for those relating to their legislative duties. Sections The Congress of the
Republic of Peru, the national legislator of the country, meets in the Legislative Palace of 2010 A legislator can discuss and vote laws as a single unit, or can be composed of separate multiple assemblies, called by various names including legislative rooms, debate rooms and houses, which debate and
vote separately and have distinct powers. A legislature operating as a single unit is unique, a split in two chambers is bicameral, and a uniform in three chambers is tricameral. The British House of Commons, its lowest house In the bicameral legislatures, one room is usually considered the upper house,
while the other is considered the lowest house. The two types are not rigidly different, but the members of the upper houses tend to be indirectly elected or appointed rather than directly elected, tend to be assigned by the administrative divisions rather than by the population, and tend to have longer terms
than the members of the lower house. In some systems, especially parliamentary systems, the superior house has less power and tends to play a more advisory role, but in others, especially federal presidential systems, the upper house has an equal or even greater power. The German Bundestag, its
lower theoretical house In federations, the upper house in generalthe component of the federation states. This is also the case with the supranational legislature of the European Union. The upper house may contain delegates of state governments – such as in the European Union and Germany and,
before 1913, in the United States – or be elected according to a formula that grants equal representation to states with smaller populations, as is the case in Australia and the United States since 1913. The Australian Senate, its tricameral laws are rare; The Governor of Massachusetts Council still exists,
but the most recent national example existed in the years when the White-minority government was in South Africa. The tetracameral laws no longer exist, but have previously been used in Scandinavia. Size legislations vary widely in their size. Among national legislatures, the National People's Congress
of China is the largest with 2,980 members,[8] while the Pontifical Commission for Vatican City is the smallest with 7. [9] No legislature is democratically elected: The members of the Pontifical Commission are appointed by the Pope and the National People's Congress is indirectly elected in the context of
a single State. [8][10] The size of the legislature is an exchange between efficiency and representation; The smaller the legislator, the more efficient it can operate, but the greater the legislator, the better it can represent the political diversity of its constituents. The comparative analysis of national
legislation has found this dimensionThe lower house of the country tends to be proportional to the root of the cube of its population; In other words, the size of the lower house tends to increase together with the population, but much more slowly. [11] See also Law Portal Policy Congress Election
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